
Even seasoned executives and experienced presenters are tempted to dive in 
and start creating a slide deck. One word of advice — DON’T!

Before you can craft a targeted message or practice your delivery, there are 
many details to consider. A quick example: if you’re expecting a podium and 
there is none, what will you do with your notes? More importantly, do you 
want to depend on a script? Seemingly small details can make the difference 
between success and disappointment.

 This guide helps you gather the critical information you need in advance and 
offers eight essential tips to avoid getting tripped up by common mistakes.

YOUR PRESENTATION 
PLANNING TOOL: LOGISTICS



Stephanie Scotti, Professionally Speaking
I partner with business leaders as they prepare for 
pivotal presentations, working with them to develop  
the knowledge, skills and confidence to deliver 
powerful presentations in a powerful way. This guide  
is based on my 30+ years of preparing clients to speak 
at high-stake events. I invite you to use this information  
to ensure you are confident, heard and inspiring when 
you step up to speak. 
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Use this form to compile all the details for your presentation.
Contact Name: e-mail:

v-mail: mobile:

Meeting / Event:

Date: Time:

Location:

Any special pre- or post- meeting gathering? 

Format of presentation (ex. keynote, panel member, educational session):

Length:

Is Q&A desirable:  o Yes   o No

Allotted time for Q&A? Format for Q&A (e.g. panel, submitted questions, open mic)?

Your Intelligence-Gathering Checklist
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Audience
How many may be in attendance (size): 

 Is this event:   o Live  o Virtual  o Combination 

Who is likely to attend?

Why are they attending?

What are they interested in learning about your topic?

What steps can you take to learn more about your audience so you can tailor your remarks to their needs and interests? 

Staging / Room Set-up / Lighting
Will there be a stage?

Will you be:  o Standing o Sitting

Will you be restricted to a podium or will you be able to walk around?

Will the stage be lit? Will you have an opportunity to see how the lighting hits you in advance of going on stage?

Will you be IMAG’ed (a screen projecting your image)?

Will there be multiple monitors projecting your slides?

What is the room set-up (ex. classroom, theatre, rounds, “U” Shape)?

Your Intelligence-Gathering Checklist
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Teleprompters
Will there be teleprompters (to read your script)? 

If so, what type:  o Presidential Paddles    o Monitors (how many and positioning)

Date to submit copy for formatting:

Teleprompter review / rehearsal:    Date:   Time:

Confidence Monitors
Will there be confidence monitors allowing you to see your slides?

If confidence monitors are available, will they display: o Current slide   o Current / next slide   o Presenter view

Microphones
Will you be mic’ed?  

If so, what type:  o Hand-held (wireless or corded)   o Hard wired at the podium    o Lavalier (clip-on)    o Wireless headset  

Your Intelligence-Gathering Checklist
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Your Intelligence-Gathering Checklist
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Visual Presentation (slides, audio and/or video)
Which presentation software will you use:   o PowerPoint    o Keynote     o Prezi     o Other:  

Is the needed software on the playback equipment used on-site?

Any non-standard fonts used in visuals?

Rehearsal
Date and time of on-stage rehearsal:  

How will you be introduced?   o Personal introduction    o Voice-of-God    o Video introduction     o Other:

How will you enter/exit the stage?   o Front of House    o Stage Left      o Stage Right    o Backstage     o Other:



1  Get to know the venue
Knowing the environment, whether it is a conference room, boardroom or ballroom, can and should affect 

your preparation. Get as much detail as you can prior to the event. If you cannot visit the space prior to the day, 

review the venue online if possible. Either way, be sure to arrive at least 90 minutes before your start time. Get 

oriented, walk around, step up on stage, move around and become familiar with your surroundings.

8 Logistics Prep Tips (the stuff no one tells you)
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8 Logistics Prep Tips (the stuff no one tells you)
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2  Confirm Internet reliability 
Are you counting on Internet access to show a video clip or access presentation material stored in the 

cloud? If so, don’t assume it will be available to you. Even when the venue provides Internet access, 

demand can be so high that access or playback could be unreliable. Have a backup. Ensure your 

own Internet access by setting up a hotspot on your smartphone. Be careful there as well, since the 

construction of some venues can block cell signals- especially at airport hotels.



8 Logistics Prep Tips (the stuff no one tells you)
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3  Identify, gather and test equipment
Are you using PowerPoint or other presentation tools? Will you need a screen, Wi-Fi or high-speed 

Internet connection, clicker to advance the slides, microphone, or teleprompter? All of this equipment 

requires consideration and planning. Don’t wait until the last minute or assume someone else is 

taking care of them. In addition, be sure to test the equipment and troubleshoot the logistics at least 

60 minutes prior to the time listeners will be arriving. If something isn’t the way you need it to be, 

you’ll have time to get it fixed or implement “Plan B.”



8 Logistics Prep Tips (the stuff no one tells you)
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4  Make sure you can be heard
“Can you hear me now?” is more than a by-gone advertising campaign by Verizon. It’s a critical 

consideration for any presentation. Your voice needs to be loud enough to reach the people in the back 

of the room without blasting the people in the front of the room. As a general rule, if the room is longer 

than 40 feet in any direction, or if the audience exceeds 50 people, a sound system of some sort will be 

needed and should be requested in advance. Again, arrive early enough to perform a sound check.



8 Logistics Prep Tips (the stuff no one tells you)
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5  Dress for the mic 
If you’re going to have a hand-held microphone (or no microphone), dress is not a concern. However, if using a 

lavalier or headset microphone, you must carefully consider your clothing. Why? Because these microphones usually 

have two main parts: the battery pack, and the actual microphone. In either case, they need to attach to something.

You need somewhere to hook the battery pack. The best place is at the 

small of your back on your pants or skirt band. Women, if you’re wearing 

a dress, hook the battery pack on a belt, at the top of your dress (just 

under your hair), or on the back of your undergarments. Make sure that 

wherever you choose to hook is easily accessible and sturdy!

You need a place to hook a lavalier microphone. This type of microphone 

will be placed in the middle of your chest along the button line of your 

shirt or blouse. If you’re wearing a suit, wear a sturdy button-down 

shirt underneath to hook the microphone. Women, if you have a dress, 

you’ll probably need to bunch up some of the material to attach the 

microphone there (warning: choose a dress that is not too stiff or tight). 

Also, avoid frills or accessories that may brush across the microphone.



8 Logistics Prep Tips (the stuff no one tells you)
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6  More wardrobe matters
When you step up to speak it is all about “presence.” How you present yourself 

will influence how your audience receives you. Keep in mind that your attire 

should be only slightly more formal than what you anticipate your audience will 

wear. Keep your colors conservative and slightly muted.  Men, button your jacket! 

Women, wear your “presentation shoes” during rehearsal to ensure you can 

move about easily and safely. Have your attire planned well in advance and make 

sure it allows you to move with comfort and confidence. If you will be imag’ed, 

be sure to adhere to video clothing guidelines. That means avoid wearing red or 

complex patterns (such as houndstooth) that can cause video distortion.



8 Logistics Prep Tips (the stuff no one tells you)
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7  Will you stand or sit?
Yes, you should think about this! Your position in a room can make all the difference to your audience 

and to you. Find out in advance if you will be sitting or standing, so you can prepare accordingly.

Standing: 
If standing, ask if you are restricted to any one  

position or free to walk around the stage. Where  

will you stand in relation to your slides and other  

AV support? Will listeners in the back be able to  

see you on the screen or a video monitor? 

Sitting: 
If sitting, practice getting in and out of  

whatever type of seating is provided. Checking  

the seating in advance allows you to plan 

your wardrobe. For example, high bar 

stools can be awkward for shorter people 

or women in skirts. Cushiony chairs  

can be hard to climb out of.

Whether standing or sitting, remember to practice good posture. Sit or stand with  

your back straight and shoulders squared to project, credibility, confidence and 

conviction. Maintain eye contact even if you must turn your body to connect with  

those adjacent to you.



8 Logistics Prep Tips (the stuff no one tells you)
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8  If you arrive at the appointed time, you are late! 
Arrive early enough to walk around the presentation room, making sure it is set up the  

way you want. If something isn’t the way you need it to be —an extra table for handouts,  

for example — you’ll have time to get it fixed or implement “Plan B.”



Primetime Checklist

Use this checklist to ensure you have  
everything you need on presentation day.
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o Directions

o Cell phone & charger

o Laptop/tablet & charger

o  Appropriate adapters (for Mac and international travel).  

Don’t assume universal connection.

o Remote control for presentation

o Extra batteries for remote

o Power for your equipment

o Timer

o Backup of presentation on email / memory stick / cloud

o Hard copy of presentation

o Markers, notepad, pen, pencil

o Handouts

o Evaluation forms for audience

o Business cards

o Bottle of water

o Banana or preferred energy food

o Breath mints/throat lozenges

o Pain reliever/medication

o Other:  

There are no do-overs in business!
Be prepared and take to the podium with confidence.



Executive 
Coaching

Team 
Coaching

Meeting  
& Event

Communications 
Coaching

Presentation Skills 
Training

Contact us for a free consultation: 
919-309-0500 

smscotti@professionallyspeaking.net 
www.professionallyspeaking.net

Professionally Speaking will get you there! 

Click to learn more about our services

Want to ensure success for your upcoming presentation?

http://professionallyspeaking.net/services/executive-coaching/
http://professionallyspeaking.net/services/team-coaching/
http://professionallyspeaking.net/services/meeting-event-coaching/
http://professionallyspeaking.net/services/presentation-skills-training/
http://professionallyspeaking.net/services/communications-coaching/
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